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The Role of Streetscape Factors in Pedestrian Path Choices in Shinjuku, Tokyo 
Ryan Whitney 
This research evaluates the impact of streetscape variables on pedestrian path 
choices in a walking environment. Emphasis is increasingly being placed on pedestrian-
oriented urban design in an attempt to mitigate the negative consequences associated with 
automobile-based development. However, little research exists on the actual impact o 
individual streetscape variables on the distribution of pedestrians within a pre-defined 
street network. Information regarding pedestrian choice and distribution can be extracted 
through studying highly-visited streets in existing walking environments (i.e., areas that 
give priority to pedestrians by restricting vehicular traffic). The focus of this research is 
the highly-visited walking environment of Shinjuku in Tokyo, Japan. The goal is to 
identify whether specific streetscape variables (e.g., path maintenance, street width, 
number of street-level retail outlets, space syntax) impact the distribution of pedestrians 
within the district. Streetscape variables were assessed using a streetscape evaluation 
rubric and pedestrian behaviour was recorded through a "tracking" exercise. In addition, 
pedestrian distribution data collected in 2006 by another researcher working in the same 
area was analyzed. Findings highlight that retail, trees, path maintenance, paving 
material, and path width are positively correlated with high pedestrian distribution on 
street segments. The tracking data highlights the importance of retail in shaping 
pedestrian path choices and the number of stops made en route from origin to destination 
in a walking environment. 
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1.1 Research Focus 
This research has two primary purposes: the first is to decipher the impact of 
streetscape variables on pedestrian path choices; the second is to describe micro-level 
pedestrian behaviour. A street segment is defined as the portion of a street located 
between two intersections (Hillier and Hanson, 1984) whereas streetscape variables 
differentiate the environment of one street from the next and include characteristics such 
as the number of trees, the width of the street, building height, paving materials, and the 
level of automobile traffic. The purpose of this research is to investigate scientifically the 
relationship between streetscape variables and pedestrian distributions on street segments 
within a walking environment. The second purpose is to describe micro-level pedestrian 
behaviour through analyzing pedestrian tracking data. The purpose of providing a micro-
level description of pedestrian behaviour is to understand the path choices of pedestrians 
within a walking environment. 
1.2 Research Question and Hypothesis 
The hypothesis of this research is that streetscape variables influence 
discrepancies in pedestrian distributions on street segments in walking environments 
(e.g., people are attracted to street segments based on the characteristics of the street). 
The purpose of the research is to test the hypothesis and, if true, decipher what 
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streetscape variables help explain the distribution of pedestrians on street segments in a 
walking environment (Table 1.1). Proving or disproving this hypothesis can inform 
planners about the streetscape elements related to the distribution of pedestrians and 
provide a theoretical contribution to the environment and behaviour field. 
1.3 Definition of Planned Walking Environments 
Walking environments share three common elements. The first is that a walking 
environment must give pedestrian movement priority; the second is that it must be 
considered 'public' in the sense that anyone can enter into the space at any given time; 
and the third is that collective pedestrian decisions must drive movement within the 
environment. 
The first element of walking environments is that pedestrian movement is 
dominant, where other modes of transportation, such as automobiles, may have a place, 
but pedestrians have de facto priority (Zacharias, 2001). The walking environment ends 
when pedestrian priority is surpassed by another transportation mode. Within the 
walking environment pedestrians are free to move throughout space and are not 
prevented from doing so by other forms of transportation. In other words, the entire 
surface area of the walking environment is pedestrian priority regardless of what vehicles 
might be using the same space. 
The second element of walking environments is that they must remain public. For 
the purposes of this research, public space is defined as a physical place that is accessible 
to anyone regardless of gender, class, or race, and is not owned by a specific individual 
(Sheller and Urry, 2003). In the case of walking environments, streetscapes are often 
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Table 1.1 
List of Investigated Streetscape Variables 
Independent Variables Dependent Variable 
Paving Material Pedestrian Distribution 
Number of Retail Outlets 
Walking Path Maintenance 
Number of Food Outlets 
Level of Automobile Traffic 
Number of Retail Outlets 
Number of Service Outlets 
Number of Other Outlets 
Number of Gambling Outlets 
Number of Trees 
Number of Lampposts 
Average Building Height (floors) 
Average Number of Buildings 




Enter and Exit Data 
maintained financially by the city or a cooperative of local business owners, but any one 
person does not own the space itself. Conversely, private space is defined as space that 
restricts entry and is owned by a specific individual (Sheller and Urry, 2003). Walking 
environments can therefore be differentiated from other spaces, such as lifestyle centres 
that are owned and developed by private companies and therefore lose their public 
element. 
The third element of walking environments is that individual decisions drive 
movement. More specifically, a defining characteristic of walking environments is the 
spatial decision making process that is 'integral to the dynamics of pedestrian traffic' 
A lifestyle center is a small-scale outdoor retail environment that caters to the retail needs of affluent 
consumers. It restricts motorized traffic by providing parking at its periphery and provides a pedestrianized 
street where people are able to walk and shop free of automobile traffic (ICSC, 2004). 
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where pedestrian decisions and behaviour drive the local movement pattern (Zacharias, 
2001,3). Other environments, such as those dominated by automobiles, are not as 
sensitive to individual decisions as there are fewer directions that one can go based on the 
predetermined network. In walking environments, however, pedestrians are free to move 
throughout and the result is that the overall movement pattern emerges as a collection of 
individual decisions. 
1.4 Choosing a Case Study 
The southeastern portion of the Shinjuku District in Tokyo, Japan, with a total of 
87 street segments, was chosen as a case study. (Figure 3.1). The southeastern portion of 
the Shinjuku District is bound by Shinjuku Station to the west, Yasukuni Dori to the 
north, and Koshu Kaido to the south. The area is characterized by a heavy retail presence 
but also features restaurants, a few services (e.g., banks, travel agents), and a small public 
square. Furthermore, clientele in this area tend to be young in comparison to other areas 
within Shinjuku. For instance, the western portion of Shinjuku is very business oriented 
and contains major government offices such as the Tokyo Metropolitan Government 
Office; to the north, in Kabukicho, is Tokyo's red-light district and features an older, 
mature clientele with few shopping opportunities; to the east is a more residential-style 
area with far less pedestrian traffic and a developing gay neighbourhood; the south 
features the high-end shops of Takashimaya Times Square. 
Currently, Shinjuku Station covers approximately 15 hectares (PPS, 2008) 
whereas the surrounding walking environment investigated by this research covers 
approximately 40 hectares. Shinjuku station is the busiest train station in the world with 
Figure 1.1 
Case Study Area: Southeastern Shinjuku 
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a daily passenger volume of 3.22 million. The station opened in 1885 as a component of 
the Japan Rail (JR) system and evolved into a very complex transportation hub featuring 
five JR lines, three metro lines, three privately owned lines, and a high-speed line. The 
station plays a major role in the movement of commuters throughout the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Region as it provides connections to a total of nine lines. 
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Shinjuku was chosen as a case study for two reasons. The first reason is that the 
borders correspond with the area that was studied by Zacharias and Munakata (2006) and 
as a significant portion of the analysis in this research is dependent on their collected 
pedestrian distribution data it was necessary that the borders were consistent. The second 
reason is that North American walking environments remain small-scale and often do not 
incorporate a large pedestrian generator. A pedestrian generator is responsible for 
bringing pedestrians into a walking environment and includes a public transportation 
terminus, a street, or a parking facility. This research is interested in investigating 
behaviour in a preexisting large-scale pedestrian environment with many pedestrian 
generators and therefore North American environments were not appropriate. 
1.5 Thesis Structure 
This thesis contains seven chapters designed to explore the relationship between 
pedestrian path choices on street segments in walking environments. The second chapter 
reviews literature in the behaviour and environment field first discussing the connection 
between land-use and walking trips followed by the streetscape variables that have been 
found to impact pedestrian distribution. The third chapter explains the methodology 
(e.g., streetscape evaluation, tracking) used to test the hypotheses. The fourth chapter 
discusses the analysis techniques (e.g., multiple regression analysis, pedestrian tracking 
interpretation) used to analyze the collected data. The fifth chapter reports the 
quantitative and qualitative results from the analysis with a focus on how the urban 
environment impacts pedestrian path choices. Attention is given to the streetscape 
evaluation variables that have the most significant impact on pedestrian distributions. 
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The sixth chapter concludes by summarizing the findings from the results section and 
situates the results within the body of previous research. Both the similarities and 
differences in the findings of this research and previous research in the field are 
discussed. The seventh and final chapter presents theory surrounding the impact of 




Research on the distribution of pedestrians in walking environments can be 
summarized under two subheadings: the role of streetscape variables on pedestrian 
distribution and land-use, environmental complexity, and walking trips. The first 
subheading will discuss the impact of indentified streetscape variables on pedestrian 
distribution and the second will discuss the role of land-use planning in walking 
environments. 
2.1 Environment and Walking Behaviour 
Previous literature has found that streetscape variables impact pedestrian 
distribution. However, literature remains piecemeal leading to debate regarding impact 
of individual streetscape variables on the distribution of pedestrians (Clifton et. al., 2007). 
Table 2.1 summarizes some of the findings from the literature by highlighting the 
proportion of variance values (R2) that were found for streetscape variables responsible 
for explaining differences in pedestrian distribution on street segments. This research 
will add to the literature by providing another proportion of variance value for Shinjuku. 
The most consistent finding from the literature is the significance of space syntax and the 
presence of retail opportunities in explaining differences in pedestrian distribution on 
street segments. 
Table 2.1 
Proportion of Variance (R2) Values for Pedestrian Distribution 
Author 
Pushkarev and Zupan 
Bentham and Patel 
Peponis et. al. 
Hillier et. al. 
Peponis et. al. 
Read 
Dysyllas et. al. 
Foltete and Piombini 







































2.1.1 Space Syntax Variable 
Space syntax is a technique used in the environment and behaviour field to relate 
the layout of a street network to the number of pedestrians on each street segment. Space 
syntax methods are based on the theory that the layout of a street network can be used to 
explain and predict the distribution of pedestrians. The technique assists architects, 
planners, academics, and designers to understand the likely social consequences of their 
designs (Hillier and Hanson, 1984). More specifically, space syntax breaks space into 
components allowing the spaces to be analyzed as networks of choices. The result is that 
space can be understood numerically, by measuring the integration of the spaces, and 
quantified, to explain and predict phenomena. Integration refers to the number of 
connections a single street segment has to all other street segments in a network and is 
measured in terms of the number of changes in direction. A key question space syntax 
asks is 'what is the effect of the built environment in itself on what happens in cities?' 
(Hillier, 1999, 345). Space syntax explores the impact of the structure of the built 
environment on a predetermined variable such as pedestrian or vehicular volumes or the 
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prediction of crime (Nubani and Wineman, 2005); it attempts to explain how the structure 
of the city itself can be quantified to explain behaviour. 
There are many examples of research that use space syntax to explain and predict 
pedestrian distributions in cities. One of the first studies analyzed the layout of six Greek 
towns and found that the integration of a street network was strongly associated with the 
distribution of pedestrians (Peponis et. al., 1989). Similar results were found in Atlanta 
where a high level of integration was associated with dense pedestrian movement in both 
downtown and residential locations despite an overall lower pedestrian distribution 
compared to European cities (Peponis et. al., 1997). Desyllas et. al. (2005) found that 
space syntax was an appropriate measure of the distribution of pedestrians on street 
segments in London whereas Foltete and Piombini (2007) found that the space syntax 
measure of integration accounted for 25 percent of variance on street segments in 
pedestrian frequency in Lille, France. Furthermore, Read (1999) discovered that space 
syntax could partially account for the distribution of pedestrians in public space in 
various Dutch cities whereas Kriiger (1980) suggests that the intensity of land use and the 
number of intersections within a walking environment (i.e., the connectivity of the area) 
are related to pedestrian distribution where centrally located paths tend to attract more 
pedestrians. Overall research has generally concluded that 25 percent of the variance in 
pedestrian distribution in walking environments is explained by the integration of a 
pathway system (Zacharias, 2001) and that pedestrian movement through is space is a 
function of integration (Peponis et al, 1997, 345). 
The space syntax literature highlights the structure of the urban environment 
determines pedestrian distribution in predefined network ranging in size from the 
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neighbourhood to city scale. The argument is that the higher the integration measure for 
a street segment the more likely it is to be filled with pedestrians. These results have 
been confirmed across a number of environments including regular urban girds (Foltete 
and Piombini, 2007), fragmented urban grids, business districts (Peponis et. al., 1997), 
residential districts (Peponis et. al., 1997), small towns (Peponis et. al., 1989) and 
sections of major metropolitan areas (Desyllas et. al., 2005; Peponis et. al., 1997). The 
relationship holds across the hours of operation for retail establishments showing that the 
space syntax relationship still exists when retail shops are closed (Peponis et. al, 1989). 
Space syntax literature also suggests that the structure of an urban environment, as 
opposed to the culture of place and space, is important in dictating pedestrian movement 
and distribution patterns. This is an important point because space syntax is a tool that 
allows pedestrian distribution to be predicted across space regardless regional differences 
in culture. Similar results have been found across cultures (the US, UK, Greece, 
Netherlands) suggesting that the configuration of the space impacts pedestrian 
distribution uniformly regardless of differences in local culture. 
It is important to note that space syntax has criticisms. The main criticism is that 
space syntax does not account for building height and land use and is very sensitive to 
boundaries (Ratti, 2004). Boundary sensitivity refers to the fact that different integration 
values may be found for street segments depending on the number of street segments 
under investigation. Another criticism comes from the use of axial lines to measure 
integration. Axial lines represent the longest straight lines in a street network and are 
linked to the notion of pedestrian visibility (Turner, 2007). From these lines integration 
can be measured based on the number of intersections one axial line has with all other 
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axial lines in the network. The result is that long linear roads cutting through cities 
receive the highest integration values. A criticism of axial lines is that there is no 
consensus on how they should be drawn leading to inconsistent axial representations of 
real-world environments (Turner, 2007). Another issue is that axial lines often include 
numerous street segments (i.e., the stretch of road between two intersections) and 
therefore do not allow for the representation of characteristics specific to each individual 
street segment. Finally, space syntax has received criticism because it does not account 
for the qualitative or aesthetic aspects of the streetscape suggesting that the visual aspects 
of the streetscape, such as the presence of vegetation or the maintenance of the paving 
materials, leading to an incomplete understanding of the impact of the streetscape on 
pedestrian distribution (Foltete and Piombini, 2007; Zachariadis, 2005). 
2.1.2 Other Variables 
Other variables that have been identified as significant in the prediction of 
pedestrian presence include retail use, trees, level of motorized traffic, building height, 
sidewalk width, street maintenance, and lighting. 
Retail is a consistently used variable in research on pedestrian distributions on 
street segments. For example, Pushkarev and Zupan (1971) measured the impact often 
different variables (e.g., retail space, office space, restaurant space etc.) on the 
distribution of pedestrians on street segments in midtown Manhattan. The ten variables 
each measured the amount of floor space dedicated to each use within the study area 
discovering that retail, office, and restaurant floor space were the only significant 
variables in explaining differences in pedestrian distributions. Benham and Patel (1976) 
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also used commercial space as a variable to explain pedestrian distributions and included 
retail stores, shopping areas, restaurants, and inns in their measurements. They found 
that 60 percent of the variance in pedestrian distribution was explained by land use 
variables where retail accounted for a significant proportion. Peponis (1999) also used 
retail space as a predictive measure of pedestrian distribution finding correlations 
between the number of retail shops and pedestrian movement. Furthermore, it has been 
discovered that retail intensifies the effect of space syntax integration over movement 
because retail establishments tend to be located along the most integrated spaces (Hillier 
et. al., 1993). This suggests that retail in combination with the space syntax measure of 
integration account for a higher level of variance in pedestrian distribution than they 
would on their own. 
The presence of trees and motorized traffic impact pedestrian distribution on 
street segments. Most notably, Shriver (1997) and Foltete and Piombini (2007) have 
documented the importance of vegetation on the frequency and distribution of pedestrians 
on street segments. More specifically, Shiver (1997) discovered that trees are one of the 
most important environmental attributes to encourage people to walk in urban 
environments whereas Foltete and Piombini (2007) discovered that the presence of 
vegetation, such as trees and shrubs, are favourable to pedestrian movement but also 
correlate positively with space syntax integration measures. Motorized traffic was 
discovered by Shriver (1997) to have little impact on a pedestrian's desire to walk in an 
urban environment yet Peponis et. al. (1997) discovered that heavy motorized traffic was 
more correlated with the space syntax measure of integration as opposed to dense 
pedestrian movement. In addition, Benham and Haynes (1985) found that a reduction in 
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motorized traffic without full pedestrianization was related to an increase in pedestrians 
on individual street segments. This research suggests that automobile traffic is higher on 
streets with high space syntax integration values and low pedestrian distributions and that 
low levels of motorized traffic are related to high pedestrian distributions. 
Building height and sidewalk width have been used to explain variance in 
pedestrian distributions on street segments. Foltete and Piombini (2007) found an inverse 
relationship between the height of buildings, classified as either 'tall' or 'small', and the 
distribution of pedestrians on street segments in central Lille, France (a correlation of-
0.16 and -0.11 respectively). A low correlation was also discovered for parameters 
related to the sidewalk (e.g., presence of sidewalks, width of sidewalks) where the former 
had a correlation of 0.03 and the latter 0.00 with pedestrian distribution. Other studies, 
have found that building height does not appear to play a large role in pedestrian 
distribution (Zachariadis, 2005). Street width, however, was related to the distribution of 
pedestrians on street segments in midtown Manhattan (Pushkarev and Zupan, 1971). 
The level of lighting on street segments has been associated with pedestrian 
distribution on street segments after dark. For instance, Painter (1996) found that light 
significantly contributes to a person's willingness to walk at night. Therefore if a 
walking environment features nighttime activities, such as theatres or bars, it is important 
to provide adequate lighting to attract pedestrians. However, Shriver (1997) reported that 
lighting had little impact on decisions to walk in an urban environment during the day 
suggesting that lighting levels might play a more significant role at night when 
pedestrians are less likely to feel safe. 
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2.2 Land Use, Environmental Complexity, and Walking Trips 
Research has established that land use is linked to walking and that walking trips 
tend to remain simple and direct despite potential for complex path choices. Land use 
refers to the physical use of land (e.g. commercial, office, recreational, industrial) and is 
controlled by zoning regulations that are a reflection of political decisions made at the 
local, national, or global level (Saelens et. al., 2003). Much research has focused on case 
studies comparing walking within mixed-use 'traditional' and single use'suburban' 
neighbourhoods finding that people in suburban neighbourhoods walk less. 
The most consistent result from the land use literature is the importance of mixed-
use development and continuous pedestrian systems to encourage walking (Pushkarev 
and Zupan 1977; Mogridge 1985; Ewing et. al., 1994). In other words, individuals living 
in mixed-use environments with continuous pedestrian systems (i.e., the central city) are 
far more likely to walk than those in low-density environments. Examples include 
Moudon et. al. (1997) who found that neighbourhoods designed with direct and 
continuous pedestrian systems, as represented by block size and sidewalk length, featured 
more pedestrians and Vernez-Moudon and Hess (2000) who discovered that retail and 
residential clustering encourage higher pedestrian exchange between neighbourhoods. 
Additionally, Peponis et. al. (1997) found that pedestrians are attracted to walking 
environments depending on the land use mix where dense, centrally located paths with 
commercial development are most favourable. However, it has been discovered that 
pedestrian trips tend to be simple and direct despite the layout of the urban environment 
(Zacharias, 1997). This suggests that pedestrians tend to choose the most direct route 
2 
In the context of land use, mixed-use development refers to the integration of a variety of land uses (e.g., 
commercial, residential, and recreational) within the same area. 
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from their origin to destination despite opportunities for different path choices created by 
the layout of the urban environment. 
The sum of this research highlights that mixed-use development with a heavy 
retail component is most suitable to encourage walking yet pedestrians tend to take the 
simplest and often shortest route from origin to destination regardless of the layout of the 
environment. This suggests that the land use mixture of the walking environment is 
important to encourage walking and the itinerary of the pedestrian is important in 




This chapter will discuss the data collection methods for the streetscape variables 
and the tracking data. The limitations of the data collection methods will also be 
discussed. 
3.1 Data Collection 
Data was collected on site in the southeastern portion of the Shinjuku District 
from Thursday, March 20th, 2008 to Saturday, March 29th, 2008 and again from 
Wednesday, April 9th, 2008 until Friday, April 11th, 2008 for a total of 13 days. Data 
collection involved three methods: street evaluation, a tracking exercise, and observation. 
Details each of the methods will be explained in the following paragraphs. 
3.2 Streetscape Evaluation Rubric 
A streetscape evaluation rubric was developed to discover what if any streetscape 
variables influence discrepancies in pedestrian distribution on the 87 street segments in 
Shinjuku. The street evaluation rubric identified 18 streetscape variables that were 
recorded by the researcher. All of the 87 street segments in the study area were coded 
with a number and subsequently evaluated through the use of the rubric (Appendix 1). 
The identification of the streetscape variables for collection is based on the 
findings of previous research. Much research has focused on the importance of 
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configuration of built space in explaining pedestrian movement, such as space syntax, but 
recently literature has recognized the importance of the visual landscape on walking 
behaviour (Clifton et. al., 2007; Foltete and Piombini, 2007). However, there is yet to be 
a universal consensus on what streetscape variables impact pedestrian distribution on 
street segments. The measures collected in the study area were formulated prior to the 
data collection process based on previous research and theory. 
3.2.1 Retail and Service Variables 
The first set of variables recorded were entitled 'retail', 'food', 'service', 
'gambling', and 'other' and involved the collection of numerical data on the ground-level 
floor of each building on each street segment. The retail and service data was important 
to consider because it has been identified as having an impact in pedestrian distribution 
(Pushkarev and Zupan, 1971; Benham and Patel, 1976; Peponis, 1999; Hillier et. al., 
1993). The theory is that different retail and service uses (i.e., retail, food, service 
outlets) play roles in attracting pedestrians. 
The retail and service variables were collected by a single researcher who walked 
on each street segment counting and recording the number of each outlet. Retail was 
classified as stores that sold any sort of commercial product including clothing, 
electronics, discount goods, convenience goods, and groceries; food included outlets that 
sold prepared food in an environment with seating; service included banks, ticket sale 
offices (such as travel agencies) and hotels; gambling included gambling parlours; other 
included any retail use that did not fit into one of the above categories or retail uses that 
were ambiguous. 
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The classification of retail activity included only the ground-level built space for 
each building on every street segment because of the difficulty presented by evaluating 
all services available on every floor of each building. In order to complete this task the 
researcher would physically need to enter into each building and count the various 
services on every floor, a practice that would be too labour-intensive for a single 
researcher to complete in a two week period. Furthermore, when in the field it was 
observed that most pedestrians utilized the ground-floor services of each building 
suggesting that services on subsequent floors play a less significant role in generating 
pedestrian traffic. 
3.2.2 Landscaping Object Variables 
The landscaping object data identified the presence of landscaping objects. 
Specifically, the number of lampposts, trees, the presence or absence of sidewalks, and 
the width of the sidewalk on each street segment were recorded. 
Lampposts and trees were counted on each street segment if they were over one 
meter in height (shrubs were not counted). The 'sidewalk' measure was a 'yes' / 'no' 
evaluation that required the researcher to record if the street segment had a sidewalk on at 
least one side of the street. The sidewalk was required to run the entire length of the 
street segment on at least one side of the street in order for the street segment to be 
classified as having a sidewalk. The width of the sidewalk on each street segment 
measured in metres and was completed for each street segment. 
3.2.3 Building Variables 
The number of buildings on each street segment and the number of floors located 
in each building were counted and recorded. It was concluded that the number of floors 
located in each building was more important in dictating pedestrian distribution than the 
physical height of the building because the former corresponds with more commercial 
space compared to the latter. 
Once the building data were collected the average building height for each street 
segment (average number of floors) and the average number of buildings on each street 
segment were calculated. The result was two categories: the average building height on 
each street segment and the number of buildings on each street segment. Each of these 
measures was treated as an independent variable in a multiple regression. 
3.2.4 Presence or Absence Variables 
The next section of street measures required the researcher to evaluate each street 
segment in relation to the presence or absence of specific characteristics on a 'yes' / 'no", 
'good' / 'poor', or 'high' / 'low' scale (depending on the measure under investigation). 
The evaluation involved the following street features: sidewalk material, street segment 
maintenance, and level of automobile traffic. All of the measures were easily observable 
by the researcher and did not involve highly qualitative judgments. 
The 'sidewalk material' measure was a 'yes' / 'no' evaluation that dealt with the 
paving material of the sidewalk or path3 and included two categories: paving bricks or 
Streets that did not have a sidewalk were considered 'paths' meaning that there was no differentiation 
between road and sidewalk on the street segment. On paths there was less automobile traffic and 
pedestrians were able to use the entire segment as opposed to only the sidewalk. 
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asphalt (Figure 3.1). The segment maintenance was a qualitative observation made by a 
single researcher regarding the quality of the streetscape on each segment (either 'good' 
or 'poor'). The difference between a 'good' and 'poor' segment was a qualitative 
evaluation on the basis of the quality of the signage, the building facades, and the overall 
maintenance of the street. There were significant differences between 'good' and 'poor' 
that were easily distinguishable according to the above characteristics (Figure 3.2). 
Finally, a single researcher judged the level of motorized traffic on each street segment as 
either 'high' or 'low'. There were significant and observable differences between the 
motorized traffic on different street segments. In fact, street segments not adjacent to a 
major thoroughfare (e.g., Koshu-Kaido, Shinjuku-Dori, Yasukuri-Dori) restrict motorized 
traffic to delivery vehicles during delivery hours (generally before 11 AM when 
pedestrian traffic is low) therefore reserving the streets for pedestrian use only. The 
result is that observable differences exist between the amount of traffic on each street 
segments that can be classified as either 'high' or 'low' relative to all other streets in the 
district. 
3.2.5 Space Syntax, Enter and Exit, and Lighting Variables 
The space syntax integration measure was used to calculate the integration of each 
individual street segment in the study area. Calculating the integration measure involves 
counting the number of street segments between each street segment and all other street 
segments in the study area using the shortest possible path. Each street segment 
represents a decision point where a pedestrian must choose a walking direction; counting 
the number of street segments from one street segment to another represents the total 
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Figure 3.1 
Paving Materials: Asphalt (above) versus Paving Bricks (below) 
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Figure 3„2 
Poor (above) versus Good (below) Path Maintenance 
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number of turning decisions. This process results in a row of numbers for each street 
segment where, subsequently, the mean value for each row is calculated. Next the mean 
value for each street segment is plugged into an equation to calculate the measure of 




C = Measure of centrality 
M = The mean step value 
K = The number of segments in the study area 
(Hillier and Hanson, 1984) 
This equation is applied to every street segment in the study area. The resulting centrality 
values can then be used as a representation of the connectivity of each street segment. 
The space syntax integration value was calculated manually for the Shinjuku 
study area following the methods described above. There were 87 street segments in the 
study area requiring the calculation of 7569 (87*87) mean step values. However, as one 
half of the matrix is the mirror image of the first set of numbers, only half of the values 
needed to be calculated. The mean step values were entered into Excel where the 
centrality measure was calculated for each street segment. The data was then entered into 
SPSS along with all of the other independent variables mentioned above. 
A pedestrian enter and exit exercise was conducted on each street segment in the 
study area that involved the researcher walking at a steady pace down each street segment 
and recording the number of people entering and exiting from the buildings. The 
researcher completed this exercise three times between the hours of 4 PM and 6 PM on 
three consecutive days beginning on April 9th, 2008. The researcher timed how long it 
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took to walk the entire length of each street segment during each observation to ensure 
that a similar amount of time was spent making observations over the three sampling 
periods. The amount of time taken on each street segment varied depending on the length 
of the segment. The walking direction corresponded to the direction pedestrians left the 
two exits of Shinjuku Station where the tracking exercise was conducted, either on a east 
/ west or a north / south axis, to ensure that the data was collected in accordance the 
movement of pedestrians within the district. 
The average number of pedestrians entering and exiting all buildings on each 
street segment was calculated for all of the time intervals. The mean calculation resulted 
in a single number for each street segment. It is important to note that this variable was 
not treated in a multiple regression with the other independent variables because it is 
'dependent' on the mean pedestrian distribution of each street segment as opposed to 
'independent'. Instead the variable was treated to a linear multiple regression with the 
mean pedestrian distribution data to test for a potential relationship. 
Light saturation on each street segment was recorded on a sunny day by using a 
digital light meter. The lighting measurements were recorded between the hours of 11 
AM and Noon whereas the distribution data was collected between the hours or 4 PM and 
6 PM. Due to discrepancies between collection times the lighting level was not used in 
the final regression model but was instead treated to a separate linear regression. 
3.2.6 Pedestrian Distribution Variable 
Pedestrian distribution data was collected to understand the distribution of 
pedestrians on each street segment within the study area. The data were collected 
between the hours of 4 PM and 6 PM over a four-day period in April 2006 by a research 
team assembled by Zacharias and Munakata (2006). In the study the data were used to 
identify the impact of rail and street-based pedestrian generators on the distribution of 
pedestrians within the district. In this research, however, the distribution data are used 
with the street evaluation rubric data to relate streetscape variables to pedestrian 
distributions. The distribution data was used as the dependent variable to which all of the 
independent variables were measured. 
In total 673 samples of pedestrian distribution were collected at 79 different 
counting points within the study area. A single counting point was located in the centre 
of each street segment where bidirectional counts were recorded in a series of two-minute 
counts. In addition, pedestrian distributions were collected from 19 pedestrian generators 
(i.e., exits from Shinjuku Station, street-level entrances such as crosswalks, and 
underground stations) and 17 exits in the underground railway station. Every street 
segment was represented by at least three counts over the four-day data collection period 
and the generator counts were represented by at least two counts. Zacharias and 
Munakata (2006) tested for variance and found that pedestrian generators in Shinjuku 
were partially responsible for the distribution of pedestrians on street segments. For this 
research the mean distributions were calculated for each of the 87 street segments. Bi-
directional data was averaged together to gain the total average number of pedestrians on 
each street segment. Each street segment was associated with a single number 
representing the average two-minute distribution count for that segment. 
It is important to note that a limitation exists in the distribution data. Specifically, 
because the distribution data was collected between the hours of 4 PM and 6PM it cannot 
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be assumed that the pedestrian distributions remain constant throughout the day. For 
example, it is unlikely that the number of people in the district at 4 PM is the same as the 
number of people in the district at 11 AM. In fact, based on unstructured observations 
made by the researcher throughout the data collection process, pedestrian traffic is lowest 
in the morning and gradually increases throughout the day. However, it appears, based 
on unstructured observation, that pedestrian distribution on each street segment remains 
stable throughout the day. Therefore, although the actual number of people in the district 
changes with time, the proportion on people on each street segment remains stable. This 
assumption has been proven by previous research on walking environments where it was 
discovered that pedestrian distribution remains stable throughout the day (Peponis et. al., 
1989). 
3.3 Tracking Exercise 
A tracking exercise was undertaken to record the behaviour of pedestrians in 
Shinjuku. Tracking involves following participants "from origin until destination or 
boundary in a designated system, without their knowledge" (Chang, 2002, p. 589) and 
has been used in various studies investigating pedestrian behaviour (e.g., Chang, 2002; 
Zacharias 1997, 2007). Tracking information was useful in deciphering if people were 
travelling direct to destination, lingering in the district, and what establishments they 
visited. This information was then used to describe movement patterns in the study area. 
Tracking is the most appropriate method for this research because it allows the 
exact spatial behaviour of pedestrians to be recorded. More specifically, tracking 
provides information regarding the duration of the trip, the chosen path, and stops along 
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the way and does not rely on a participant's ability to recall information about their trip. 
Questionnaires, surveys, and interviews, on the other hand, are not ideal for this research 
because the accuracy of responses is dependent on the ability of participants to remember 
detailed travel behaviour. Unfortunately, it has been found that error is associated with 
such methods. For example, participants might provide information based on what they 
believe the interviewer wishes to hear or report behaviour that deviates significantly from 
their actual behaviour (Bryman and Teevan, 2005). This occurs, in part, because it is 
difficult for a pedestrian to remember their trip in the detail required by this research 
(e.g., the exact path taken, all stops along the way, the exact time of the trip). Therefore, 
for the purpose of this research, tracking remains the most accurate method. To avoid 
reactive effects, participants were unaware that they were being observed. 
3.3.1 Tracking in Shinjuku 
A tracking exercise was undertaken in southeastern Shinjuku where the path and final 
inferred destination of pedestrians were recorded. A total of 201 pedestrians were 
tracked over a 13 day period: 100 pedestrians from the south exit and 101 from the north 
(Table 3.1). All of the tracking data were collected between the hours of 11 AM and 6 
PM. A single researcher collected nearly all of the tracking data to help ensure uniform 
data collection; the remainder of the tracks (n=30) were completed by two other 
individuals: Dr. John Zacharias, the supervisor of this research, and Deljana Iossifova, a 
PhD candidate in civil engineering in Tokyo. 
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Table 3.1 
Number of Tracks Completed by Date 




































*Note: All tracks were collected between the hours of 11 AM and 6 PM 
Pedestrians were only tracked in outdoor public space; when a pedestrian entered 
an indoor or private facility, such as a store or restaurant, the researcher waited outside 
for two minutes for the pedestrian to reemerge. If the pedestrian did not reemerge after 
two minutes then that destination was recorded as the pedestrian's final destination. Two 
minutes was chosen because stops in Shinjuku were infrequent and short and generally en 
route to a specific destination making it plausible to assume that a stop longer than two 
minutes inferred a final destination. The two-minute wait was not included total time 
associated with the trip. 
Pedestrians were chosen randomly: the fifth pedestrian leaving the exit was 
tracked. When the number of pedestrians exiting the station was too high to observe the 
fifth person exiting accurately a timing system was used. The timing system involved 
using a stopwatch to initiate a one-minute countdown where the researcher tracked the 
first pedestrian who exited the station after the one-minute countdown. Both methods 
ensured that an unbiased sample of pedestrians was collected. 
Information collected during the pedestrian tracking exercise was based on the 
prior decision of which behaviours should be observed and how they should be recorded. 
Specifically, because tracking can be considered a structured observational method, i.e. a 
social research tool that involves the development of rules dictating which behaviours 
will be observed and how they should be recorded (Bryman and Teevan, 2005), an 
observation framework was formed to structure the observations, separate them into 
categories / variables, and prepare the data for qualitative and quantitative analysis. The 
framework focused on the specifics of each individual and their trip (see 'tracking map' 
Appendix 1). The first piece of information recorded was the exit where the track began 
(either the south or north exit) followed by the pedestrian's sex and approximate age. In 
addition the time that the track started and finished was recorded to allow the researcher 
to calculate the duration of each track. As the pedestrian walked through the case study 
area their path choice was recorded on a paper map. A major pause or stop in the public 
environment was determined by the pedestrian making at least a five second stop. The 
tracking data was entered into a GIS where the distance travelled by each tracked 
pedestrian was recorded. 
The weather in Shinjuku during the data collection period (March 20th - 29th, 2008 
and April 9 th-11 th, 2008) was fair. Fair weather was especially important when 
conducting the tracking exercise as pedestrian behaviour, such as the total length of an 
outdoor walking trip, is likely to be impacted by poor weather (e.g., rain). As a result 
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tracking was only completed when the weather was fair (i.e. when it was not raining 
outside). 
3.4 Unstructured Observations and Photographs 
Unstructured observations were made throughout the data collection process and 
photographs were taken as a supplement to the streetscape evaluation rubric. Particular 
attention was given to changes in pedestrian distributions from mid-morning to late 
afternoon, the general behaviour of the people in the area, and how the southeastern 
portion of Shinjuku differs from neighbouring districts. The purpose of these 
observations was to provide a qualitative supplement to the quantitative landscape 
evaluation and tracking data. 
3.5 Data Limitations 
A limitation of this research is the discrepancy in data collection times between 
the distribution data, collected in April 2006, and the landscape evaluation data / tracking 
data, collected in March / April 2008. To ensure that no major differences exist between 
the case study area in April 2006 and April 2008 the researcher compared photographs 
taken of the study area in 2006 with those taken in 2008. The most significant change in 
the area was the in-progress construction of a new department store encompassing the 
entire southern side of street segment 'c ' (see 'street classification map' in Appendix 1). 
In terms the actual streetscape (e.g., trees, street width, sidewalk material etc.) few, in 




The analysis chapter is structured in two sections; the first section details the 
analysis of the streetscape classification rubric and the second section deals with the 
analysis of the tracking data. 
4.1 Distribution Maps 
This section will detail the geographical distribution of the 18 variables in to 
understand how they are distributed on the 87 street segments. The variables will be 
presented in the same order that they were presented in the methods chapter. All of the 
variables were checked visually to assess their distribution. 
4.1.1 Retail and Service Variables 
The retail and service variables (retail, food, service, gambling, and other) are 
relatively evenly distributed with the exception of'gambling' and 'other' (Figure 4.1). 
The following paragraph will discuss the distribution of the normally distributed 
variables followed by the spatially concentrated. 
'Retail' was relatively evenly distributed throughout Shinjuku. The exception 
was on street segments that had a large single-building department store that acted to 
reduce the overall number of retail outlets on that street segment. 'Food' was also 
relatively evenly distributed except for a small concentration of restaurants in the 
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Figure 4.1 








southern portion of the case study area. A small concentration of food outlets in the 
southern portion may be explained by the fact that the pedestrian distribution is not as 
high on the street segments in the interior of the study area. 'Service' outlets are evenly 
distributed throughout the study area with the exception of the northeast corner that tends 
to be dominated by large buildings such as department stores and parking structures 
leaving little room for service outlets. 
There were two variables that were spatially concentrated according to the maps 
('gambling' and 'other'). 'Gambling' services tend to be located near the major exits of 
Shinjuku Station in the southwest and northwest corners corresponding to street segments 
with high pedestrian distributions. 'Other' establishments are located only in the 
southern portion of the study area and are primarily concentrated near the periphery of 
the zone. A possible reason for this could be that less signage is present in the southern 
portion of the study area causing some of the establishments to be classified as 'other' 
when using the landscape classification rubric. 
4.1.2 Landscaping Object Variables 
All four landscaping object variables (lampposts, presence of sidewalks, trees, 
path width) are evenly distributed (Figure 4.2). 'Lampposts' are relatively evenly 
distributed with a slight concentration in the southern portion of the study area. The 
southern portion of the study area tends to be highly visited after dark, according to the 
researcher's unstructured observations, and this might be an explanation as to the higher 
concentration of lampposts. In addition, lampposts tend to be spatially concentrated in 
areas with a high level of food outlets. The distribution of 'sidewalks' was mostly even 
Figure 4.2 
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with a small cluster of streets without sidewalks appearing in the northwestern portion of 
the study area. 'Trees' and 'path width' were evenly distributed throughout the study 
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area suggesting that there are no major differences in the variables between the street 
segments. 
4.1.3 Building Variables 
The building variables (average building height, number of buildings) were split 
with one being normally distributed and the other being slightly spatially concentrated 
(Figure 4.3). Specifically, 'average building height' is evenly distributed throughout the 
study area suggesting that there are no major differences in the variables between the 
street segments. The 'number of buildings' variable was slightly skewed with more 
buildings being located on street segments in the western portion of the study area. The 
reason for this is that there are more single-building department stores in the eastern 
portion of Shinjuku. 
4.1.4 Presence or Absence Variables 
All three of the presence or absence variables (paving material, path maintenance, 
level of motorized traffic) showcased a slightly spatially concentrated distribution (Figure 
4.4). Street segments paved with asphalt under the 'paving material' variable are 
generally located in the eastern portion of the study area whereas those with paving 
bricks are located in the western portion. Overall, 'path maintenance' is generally high in 
Shinjuku with the exception of the northeast portion of the study area. It is likely that the 
northeast section of the study area features poor quality street segments because the area 
provides room for delivery trucks for department stores causing the landscaping to 
accommodate traffic as opposed to pedestrians. The 'level of motorized traffic' variable 
Figure 4.3 
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is spatially concentrated as well with high traffic volumes occurring on the periphery of 
the zone and on Shinjuku Dori, the street that bisects the study area. Traffic is restricted 
to the periphery of the study area because the internal street segments are reserved for 
pedestrians (rules restrict the entry of motorized traffic). 
4.1.5 Space Syntax, Enter and Exit, and Lighting Variables 
Two of the three variables were spatially concentrated (Figure 4.5). The 'enter 
and exit' data is evenly distributed and tends to showcase a higher number of pedestrians 
entering and exiting buildings on street segments that are in close proximity to large 
shopping centers. The 'space syntax integration measure' was slightly skewed with the 
most integrated segments located near the center of the study area. However, this pattern 
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Figure 4.4 
Geographical Distribution of Presence and Absence Variables 
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was expected because highly integrated segments have many connections to other street 
segments and are generally located near the center of a study area. Street segments 
featuring high levels of 'lighting' or natural light are located in the northwest corner of 
the study area and on wide street segments featuring buildings with few floors. It must 
be remembered, however, that the lighting data was collected between 11 AM and Noon 
suggesting that the distribution might be different if the measurements were conducted at 
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4.1.6 Pedestrian Distribution Variable 
Overall the movement of pedestrians in Shinjuku is high near the periphery of the 
district, adjacent to pedestrian generators, and on wide streets with a high number of 
retail outlets. Narrow streets with a low number of retail outlets located in the center of 
the study area and away from pedestrian generators tend to have lower pedestrian 
distributions (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6 
Geographical Distribution of the Pedestrian Distribution Variable 
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Pedestrian Flow Data 
Overall the flow of pedestrians into the study area from Shinjuku Station is high 
generating approximately 14,500 people per hour whereas flow from the streets adjacent 
into the study area is even higher at approximately 23,000 people per hour. Of this flow, 
it is important to note that some of it may be return traffic represented by pedestrians who 
are returning to the case study area from adjacent neighbourhoods to either a) visit the 
district or c) enter into Shinjuku Station. The result is that both Shinjuku Station and the 
adjacent streets provide a heavy flow of pedestrians into the case study area with 
movement between the adjacent districts appearing to be more valuable in bringing 
people to the district in terms of the number of people per hour. This relationship is 
evident from the high pedestrian distributions on street segments adjacent to pedestrian 
generators (Figure 4.6). While levels of pedestrian entries from Shinjuku Station to the 
east are high, the cumulative contribution from the surrounding streets is far higher. The 
contribution of pedestrians from the surrounding streets also creates an even distribution 
of pedestrians throughout Shinjuku. The even distribution of pedestrians in Shinjuku 
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would not be present if the movement of pedestrians between neighbouring districts was 
significantly lower. 
4.2 Multiple Regression 
Once the data were entered into SPSS they were screened according to the criteria 
required for multiple regression analysis. Multiple regression permits researchers to 
explore the relationship between a single continuous dependent variable (in this case the 
pedestrian distribution variable for each street segment) and various independent 
variables (Pallant, 2007; Nardi, 2006). The main purpose is to determine which 
independent variables best predict and explain variance in the dependent variable. 
According to Pallant (2007), multiple regression is "ideal for the investigation of more 
complex real-life, rather than laboratory-based, research questions" (p. 146) because of 
its ability to explore interrelationships among a set of variables in more complexity than a 
simple correlation. Furthermore, multiple regression tests the contribution of each 
independent variable in explaining the variance of the dependent variable allowing 
inferences to be made regarding the importance of each independent variable. This 
makes multiple regression a valuable tool for this research: it allows the research to 
explore what streetscape variables, if any, influence discrepancies in pedestrian 
distirbutions on street segments in Shinjuku. 
4.2.1 Multiple Regression Assumptions 
A multiple regression model cannot be applied to a data set with confidence until 
specific assumptions are met. These assumptions are outlined by Pallant (2007), 
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Tabachnick and Fidell (2007), and Nardi (2006): the independent variables must have 
low intercorrelations (e.g., multicollinearity), the dependent variable must be evenly 
distributed (i.e., not too many outliers with a centralized scatterplot), and all data must be 
collected on the correct scale. The data for this research was collected on the correct 
scale (i.e., the dependent variable was not categorical). To test for multicollinearity the 
tolerance and variance inflation factor were calculated and to test for outliners a P-plot, a 
scatterplot, and casewise diagnostics were performed (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2007). It 
was discovered that all of the independent variables were suitable for a multiple 
regression. 
However, that the correlation table shows that many independent variables are not 
completely dependent of each other. While no independent variables showcased a 
correlation above 0.7, some correlations did still exist. One of the higher correlations 
was between retail and path maintenance (-.506). While both independent variables were 
kept in the final analysis, the correlation may have skewed the results. This issue is 
addressed in Chapter 5 through running three separate multiple regression models. 
4.2.2 Reducing the Number of Independent Variables 
Often independent variables must be excluded from the final multiple regression 
model in order to ensure that the sample size is sufficient to support the number of 
independent variables. This is important to ensure the scientific validity of the research 
because it confirms that the data can be generalized to other samples (Pallant, 2007); if 
the sample is too small then its ability to accurately represent the real-world decreases. In 
the case of this research the removal of independent variables must be done for two 
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reasons: first, this research has 17 independent variables, far too many for a sound 
regression model; second, the number of cases (N=87) must be proportional to the 
number of independent variables. While there is no consensus on the number of cases 
required for multiple regression, it is commonly accepted that there should be between 15 
to 20 cases per independent variable. For example, Stevens (1996) recommends about 15 
cases per independent variable to ensure a reliable equation whereas Tabachnick and 
Fidell (2007) provide an equation to assist researchers in calculating the optimum number 
of cases: N > 50 + 8m (where m = the total number of independent variables). Therefore, 
this research should ideally include between 4 and 5 independent variables in the final 
multiple regression. For instance, according to Stevens (1996), to use five independent 
variables 75 cases would be needed (15*5) whereas according to Tabachnick and Fidell 
(2007), to use five independent variables 90 cases would be needed {50 + (8*5)}. Five 
independent variables will be used in this research given that this research contains 87 
cases yet started out with 17 independent variables. 
Data reduction techniques4 were used to reduce the number of independent 
variables in this research. These methods included excluding independents by evaluating 
their significance based on the R2 value, the pearson's r, and p-value. Backwards 
regression, forward selection, stepwise regression, and a model that selected significant 
variables based on their standardized beta coefficient were also used as exploratory 
options but were abandoned for the final model because of the difficulty in interpreting 
what is happening to the variables in the statistical calculation. 
4 
Factor analysis was not used as a data reduction technique because of its theoretical complexity. For 
example, factor analysis suggests combining variables that might otherwise not naturally fit together 
(Pallant, 2007). The result is the formation of theoretically complex variables that are difficult to 
understand and apply to real-world situations. 
4.3 Tracking Data 
Information obtained from the tracking data (e.g., trip duration, number of stops 
etc.) was organized, coded, and entered into SPSS. Each track was also entered 
individually into a GIS to obtain the distance traveled by each tracked pedestrian. 
Subsequently, descriptive statistics were calculated and analyzed for all of the tracks. 
The tracks were first analyzed together (i.e., tracks from both exits) and then analyzed 
based on their exit of origin to look for differences in pedestrian behaviour and spatial 
patterns between both exits. 
The tracking data were further analyzed according to the complexity of each 
tracked trip in accordance to the methods used by Zacharias (1997). The method 
involves assigning each trip to a category based on the complexity of that trip as judged 
by the overall shape and number of turns displayed by the track. The goal of this method 
is to evaluate if the tracked trips were complex and varied or if they were simple and 
uniform. The precept is that pedestrian trips often exhibit a simple path configuration 





This chapter presents the research findings in two sections: an explanation of how 
the regression models were chosen and what they revealed about the data followed by the 
results from the tracking data. 
5.1 Multiple Regression Models 
Three regression models were run. The following paragraphs will detail how the 
independent variables were selected for the models, how and why the models were 
chosen, and what the models revealed. 
5.1.1 Selecting the Variables: The R2 Value, Pearson's r, and P-Value 
The R2 value, pearson's r, and p-value were recorded for each of the independent 
variables and entered into a table (Table 5.1). The r-value was found by running a single 
linear regression model for each independent variable, the pearson's r by looking at the 
bi-variate correlation table, and the significance value by running a multiple regression 
model that included all of the independent variables. All three of these values were 
recorded to discover which independent variables were the most important and should 
therefore be included in the final multiple regression model. This method of choosing 
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*The R2 Value was found by running a simple linear regression for each independent variable. This was 
done to discover the importance of each individual variable in explaining variance in the dependent 
variable. As such it is not valid to simply add the R2 values together to reach their total predictive value. 
When all of the variables were included in a single model the R2 value was .623 model p < .0005 but this 
model is invalid as it includes too many independent variables for the sample size (n=87). 
significant variables through the assessment of the R value, pearson's r, and the p-value 
was selected to give the researcher control over the independent variables entering the 
model and to allow the researcher to explain why each variable was either included or 
excluded. 
The five most significant variables were chosen for inclusion in the final 
regression model based on the five highest pearson's r values. The five most significant 
variables were paving material (-.487), path maintenance (-.470), retail (.461), trees 
(.461), and path width (.414) (Table 5.1). Each variable chosen also represented the five 
highest R2 values and had significance values of at least p < 0.1. In addition, the space 
syntax variable was included in the final regression model because of its theoretical 
importance as emphasized in the literature review. To account for this, the least 
significant of the independent variables was excluded (for the first model this variable 
was 'path width'). 
5.1.2 The Three Regression Models 
Three multiple regression models were run. The first model included the four 
most significant independent variables (retail, trees, paving material, path maintenance) 
and the space syntax variable, the second model included retail, trees, path width, and 
space syntax, and the third model included path width, trees, paving material, and path 
maintenance (Table 5.2). The second model was run because of potential problems 
associated with the first model. Businesses in Shinjuku contribute heavily to the street 
landscaping budget and this includes the paving material and path maintenance. The 
street segments with low maintenance and low-quality paving materials are generally 
those that do not have a large number of retailers and as a consequence little money or 
incentive exists to improve the quality of these street segments. In this sense path 
material and path maintenance become dependent as opposed to independent variables 
because in order for the quality of the path to increase there needs to be a higher number 
of retail outlets. For this reason another regression model was completed that excluded 
paving material and path maintenance. The third model was run to decipher the impact 
of paving material and path maintenance without the influence of'retail'. 
Table 5.2 
Summary of Regression Models 
Model One 
R- = .448 
Variable 
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Trees . 173 
Paving Material -. 165 
Path Maintenance -.341 
Path Width .271 
Space Syntax -.081 
Secondary Regression Models 
Model 1 (lighting and flow data) R:=.199 
Model 2 (flow data and enter / exit) R2 = . 152 
p. = .000 






5.1.3 Multiple Regression Models 
The multiple regression models are strong at p < .0005. The first model explains 
approximately 45 percent of the variance in the dependent variable, the second model 
explains approximately 35 percent, and the third approximately 46 percent. Path 
maintenance has the two best values for significance (.006 in model one and .001 in 
model three) and a negative correlation because fewer people were observed on street 
segments with poor maintenance. The next most important variable in terms of 
significance was 'path width' (.012 in model two and .004 in model three) followed by 
retail (.013 model one and .010 model two), 'trees' (.085 model one, .026 model two, and 
.070 model three), and 'paving material' (.028 model one and .100 model three). 'Paving 
material' had a negative correlation because of the way the variable was coded in SPSS; 
it actually proves that there are more pedestrians on street segments with paving bricks as 
opposed to asphalt. In all three models, however, the space syntax measure was non-
significant suggesting that it is not contributing uniquely to the overall prediction of the 
model. 
The significance of the independent variable on the dependent variable is judged 
by the standardized beta value that "compares the contribution of each independent 
variable" to the dependent variable (Fidell, 2007, p. 159); the higher the beta coefficient 
the more significant the independent variable. Using this method, it can be understood 
that path maintenance, with a beta of-.341 in model three and -.272 in model two, is the 
most significant variable showing up in the models. The standardized beta values are 
negative for path maintenance because of the coding rubric used in SPSS. The next most 
significant variable was 'path width' with a beta value not dropping below .247 followed 
by 'retail' with a beta value never dropping below .242. 'Trees' had a beta value ranging 
from .170 to .236 whereas 'path material' had values of-.165 (model three) and -.220 
(model one). 'Space syntax' had a beta value significantly below that of all the others 
with a maximum value of-.081 in model three. 
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Cumulatively these results support the hypothesis by proving that streetscape 
variables impact pedestrian distribution on street segments. The first significant 
streetscape characteristic is path maintenance where people are less likely to visit street 
segments that are of poor quality than those that are of high quality. Poorly maintained 
street segments, in addition to being aesthetically displeasing, are also less likely to have 
a significant number of retail outlets that, in turn, discourage investment or landscaping 
improvements. Secondly, path width is highly related to pedestrian distribution on street 
segments where wide paths attract more pedestrians. This is an interesting finding as it 
relates the amount of available pedestrian space to the amount of pedestrian traffic. Next, 
it was proven that a high number of retail outlets relates to high number of pedestrians. 
In this research, retail was differentiated from other storefront uses, such as gambling, 
office, and service businesses, and came out by far the most significant suggesting that 
actual shopping opportunities are more important in attracting pedestrians than other 
storefront uses. Fourth, the street landscape in terms of vegetation and path material (i.e., 
paving stones versus asphalt), are important elements in encouraging pedestrian 
distribution. In terms of distribution levels there appears to be a strong preference 
towards street segments that feature trees and paving bricks as opposed to no trees and 
asphalt. Finally, the overall unimportance of street segment integration, as measured by 
space syntax, suggests that it is the quality of the street and its retail opportunities that 
attract people as opposed to its integration to the surrounding street network. 
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5.1.4 Impact of Pedestrian Generators on Pedestrian Distributions 
A correlation table was run between the mean number of people entering into 
Shinjuku from a pedestrian generator and the mean pedestrian distribution of street 
segments within 100 meters of a generator. This was done to account for the role of all 
of the 19 pedestrian generators in Shinjuku on the distribution of people on street 
segments. 
The strength of the correlation ranges from a low of .296 to a high of .681 
suggesting that there is a relationship between generator and street segment distribution 
but that relationship varies depending on the street segment under investigation. To 
further test for a correlation the mean pedestrian distribution was calculated for all of the 
street segments within 100 metres of the generator (i.e., producing one distribution value 
for all of the street segments within 100 metres of the pedestrian generator). This method 
produced a much higher correlation of .858 suggesting that the pedestrian distribution on 
street segments is highly dependent on proximity to a pedestrian generator. Therefore, 
caution must be exercised when interpreting the importance of the streetscape variables in 
explaining the distribution of pedestrians on street segments within 100 meters of a 
pedestrian generator. The streetscape elements are not entirely responsible for 
determining the pedestrian distribution of street segments, especially when the street is in 
close proximity to a pedestrian generator. 
5.2 Secondary Linear Regression Models 
Two linear multiple regression models were run between the lighting variable 
(independent variable) and pedestrian distribution (dependent variable) as well as 
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pedestrian distribution (independent variable) and enter/exit data (dependent variable) 
(Appendix 2). These two models were run to test for potential relationships between 
lighting levels and distribution data as well as distribution data and the number of 
pedestrians entering and exiting buildings on each street segment. The lighting variable 
was not included in the main regression model because the collection time (11 AM-Noon) 
differed from that of the distribution data (4-6 PM); the enter and exit data was not 
included because it is a dependent variable as opposed to an independent variable making 
it invalid for the main regression model. 
Both models are strong at p < .0005 (Table 5.2). The first model, with lighting as 
the independent variable, explained 19.9 percent of the variance in pedestrian distribution 
whereas pedestrian distribution accounted for 15.3 percent of the variance in the enter 
and exit data. The first model suggests that the level of natural light may play an 
important role in pedestrian distribution and should be considered in future research. The 
second model suggests that the number of pedestrians entering and exiting buildings on a 
street segment is positively related to the pedestrian distribution on that street segment. 
In terms of this case study, it contributes to understanding the district by proving that 
streets where pedestrian distributions are highest are more 'active'. In this case 'active' 
is a word used to describe the frequent exchange of pedestrians between buildings and the 
street. 
5.3 Bi-Variate Correlations 
The bi-variate correlation table between the independent variables and dependent 
variable further provides information on variables that were not included in the final 
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regression models. The most significant finding is that the presence of a high level of 
automobile traffic, as opposed to a low level of automobile traffic, is correlated to 
pedestrian distribution (.203; sig. = .030) suggesting that a high level of automobile 
traffic is related to more pedestrians (Appendix 2). This result is contrary to what most 
literature suggests: that pedestrian traffic is reduced by automobile traffic. This result 
suggests that it should not be assumed that a traffic reduction alters pedestrian 
distributions. However, caution must be exercised when interpreting this result as both 
variables were not collected on the same scale. 
5.4 Tracking Data (Micro-Level Description of Pedestrian Behaviour) 
The following section will review the results from the tracking data. The first 
section will highlight trip characteristics through a discussion of descriptive statistics and 
the second section will evaluate the overall cognitive complexity of the trips. The 
cumulative results from the tracking data help provide an understanding of pedestrian 
behaviour in Shinjuku. 
5.4.1 Descriptive Qualities of Tracked Trips (Both Exits) 
Overall the tracked trips were short and direct suggesting that that the case study 
area is very destination oriented. The average length of all of the trips was 4.3 minutes 
with a maximum trip length of 14 minutes and a minimum of 20 seconds (Table 5.3). 
The average number of stops made en route was 0.8, excluding the final destination stop, 
with the highest number of stops being 3 and the lowest being 0. The majority of people, 
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Table 5.3 
Selected Descriptive Statistics for Tracking Data (Average) 
Exit Time(min) Age(approx) Stops (#) Distance (m) Segments (#) 
North 4.6 32.9 1.1 211.1 3.5 
South 3.9 30.5 .4 239.4 3.4 
TOTAL 4.3 31.7 .8 225.3 3.5 
74.6 percent, did not make any stops5 en route to their inferred final destination. The 
average distance travelled by the participants was 225.2 metres where an average of 3.5 
street segments constituted the trip. However, when accounting for participants who 
exited the case study area (33.3 percent) the average distance travelled was 215.9 meters. 
Some stop purposes were much more frequent than others. In fact, the three most 
popular stops purposes (traffic light, window shop, and smoking / cell phone use) were 
responsible for 92 percent of all observed stops (Table 5.4). The most important of the 
three most popular stop purposes, traffic lights, accounted for 54 percent of the stops 
made. The next most frequent stop purpose was 'window shop' accounting for 22 percent 
of all stops followed by smoking / cell phone use accounting for 17 percent of all stops. 
The remainder of five stop purposes (vending machine use, asking for directions, meeting 
a friend, mode switch, and small purchase) accounted for only 8 percent of the stops 
suggesting that they are far less frequent than the first three stop purposes. 
Some interesting conclusions can be made from the frequency of the stop purpose 
data. The first is the importance of traffic lights in stopping pedestrians in the district; 
the second point is the importance of window shopping in the district highlighting the 
5
 This does not include stops made at a traffic light. Traffic light stops are not included because the stop 
was forced and not dependent on an individual decision. 
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importance of window space along storefronts to encourage sales and entice pedestrians 
that might otherwise be heading direct to destination. Finally, it may be appropriate to 
have designated cell phone and / or smoking zones within the district so that pedestrians 
would have a comfortable space to complete both activities. Currently smoking is 
prohibited in the case study area with the exception of the public space adjacent to the 
north exit, yet many people are still choosing to smoke as they travel through the district. 
Reevaluating this rule may be necessary as pedestrians continue to smoke in the district 
despite the regulations. 
Retail and out of zone trips constituted the most common final destination 
accounting for 71 percent of all tracked trips (Table 5.5). The most frequently recorded 
final destination was a retail establishment represented by 37.8 percent of all tracked trips 
(Table 5.5). This is not surprising given the retail oriented nature of the case study area. 
However, another 33.2 percent of tracked participants exited the case study area 
suggesting that the examined exits of Shinjuku Station project pedestrians further into 
adjacent districts than captured by this research. The remainder of the final destinations 
was accounted for by gambling (8.5%), food (8%), service (5%), unknown (4%), office 
(2%), and public space (1.5%). 
The majority of the trips in Shinjuku were direct to destination. Direct to 
destination meant that the pedestrian did not make a stop from the beginning of the track 
to their final destination (excluding a stop at a traffic light) and took a direct route from 
origin to destination (i.e., the pedestrian took a direct route and did not backtrack on their 
path or take a roundabout path or usually described as the shortest possible trip to 
destination). Overall, just over 50 percent of trips were classified as direct to destination 
reinforcing that Shinjuku is primarily destination orientated. By comparison only 14 
percent of trips were classified as not direct to destination meaning that the pedestrian 
made at least one stop along the way and / or they did not take a direct route from origin 
to destination. The remainder of the trips (35.8%) were unclassified as pedestrians in this 
category either exited the study area or their final destination was unknown. 
There was little crossover in pedestrian traffic between the north and south zone. 
Crossover means that a tracked pedestrian left the north exit and then headed south into 
the south zone thereby crossing Shinjuku-Dori (or vice-versa). Only 10 percent of the 
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tracked pedestrians exhibited this behaviour suggesting that pedestrians choose their exit 
from Shinjuku Station in accordance to their destination. In other words, people have a 
plan about where they are going in the district prior to exiting the station and choose the 
exit that is closest to their destination. This relationship is best highlighted visually 
(Figure 5.1 and 5.2). In the figures it can be seen that little crossover exists between both 
zones of the study area and that the tracked pedestrians tend to either stay in the zone that 
they originated in or exit the zone completely. It also highlights how pedestrians tend to 
head straight towards this destination or straight through the zone reinforcing the 
destination nature of Shinjuku. In fact, to reach their final destinations pedestrians do not 
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Figure 5.1 
Distribution of Tracked Trips from the South Exit 
*Note: Map not to scale 
travel too far from the exit from which they entered the district. This is proven by the 
fact that street segments near the exits receive the highest distribution of tracked 
pedestrians whereas the eastern portion of the north and south zone 
feature very few of the tracked trips. 
Figure 5.2 
Distribution of Tracked Trips from the North Exit 
*Note: Map not to scale 
5.4.2 Descriptive Qualities of Tracked Trips (North Versus South Exit) 
Differences exist between the tracking data collected in the north zone and the south 
zone. Overall the tracking data suggests that the south zone is more retail oriented 
and attracts pedestrians who wish to shop and gamble as opposed to the north zone which 
tends to be more of a 'transition zone' that people walk through en route to somewhere 
else. 
One of the most significant differences between the north and south zone was the 
number of stops as well as the reasons for the stops. For example, there was an average 
of 1.1 stops in the tracking data originating from the north exit compared to 0.4 stops 
(Table 5.3) from the south exit where 65 percent (n=64) of the stops commencing in the 
north zone occurred because of traffic lights compared to 24 percent (n=9) in the south 
zone (Table 5.6). The reason for the disparity between zones is that the south zone 
has no traffic lights whereas the north zone has three sets directly adjacent to the north 
exit on Shinjuku-Dori. Stops in the south zone due to traffic lights occurred because the 
pedestrian entered into the north zone and was stopped by a light when a) trying to cross 
Shinjuku-Dori or b) when trying to exit the case study area on the periphery of the zone. 
Another major difference between tracking data collected from the two exits was 
that the north zone featured many more out of zone pedestrians compared to the south 
(45.5 percent versus 21 percent) (Table 5.6). Most of the pedestrians exiting the north 
zone were heading towards Kabukicho presumably because the area lacks a direct exit 
from Shinjuku Station and is therefore most accessible from the north exit6. It may also 
be related to the shopping patters of pedestrians in both zones. In the south zone, 
the most common final destination of the tracked pedestrians was a retail establishment 
(43 percent) compared to 32.7 percent in the north zone. This suggests that the south 
zone may provide a more desirable retail environment compared to the north zone. The 
' There is an exit that links Shinjuku Station to Kabukicho via an underground pathway. There is no direct 
above ground exit that links Shinjuku Station to Kabukicho. 
Table 5.6 
Selected Frequency Statistics for Tracking Data (North and South Exit) 
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result is that people are more likely to use the south zone to shop and the north zone as a 
transition from Shinjuku Station to Kabukicho. 
Pedestrians in the south zone were far more likely to enter a gambling facility as 
their final destination compared to the north zone (Table 5.6). The primary reason for 
this is the absence of gambling facilities in the north zone and the presence of them in the 
south zone. Again, this is related to the idea that the south zone is more of a retail 
destination compared to the north zone and therefore has more shopping and gambling 
opportunities. Furthermore, there were far more direct to destination tracks in the south 
zone (67 percent versus 33.7 percent). The main reason for this difference was the high 
percentage of pedestrians exiting the north district into Kabukicho and therefore 
preventing the researcher from discovering their final destination. Judging by the 
researchers' observations in the area there is little reason to believe that the pedestrians 
were not going direct to their destination once they reached Kabukicho. 
Finally, there was a difference in the percentage of pedestrians who crossed over 
into the other zone depending on the zone where they commenced their journey. For 
instance, 14 percent of the tracked pedestrians from the south zone entered into the north 
zone compared to only 5.9 percent entering from the north zone into the south zone 
(Table 5.6). There are two likely reasons for this. The first is that pedestrians in 
Shinjuku tend to choose their exit according to the destination that they wish to reach 
accounting for the overall low crossover between the zones. The second reason is likely 
due to the forward motion bias where pedestrians are more likely to move forward when 
given the choice, as opposed to left, right, or backwards (McBeath et. al., 1992). When 
exiting the south exit pedestrians can easily walk forwards until the reach the north zone; 
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however, to reach the south zone from the north, the pedestrians would need to turn in the 
opposite direction from where they began. The likely explains, in part, the differences in 
crossover. It may also explain why so many pedestrians' head from the north zone into 
Kabukicho. 
5.4.3 Complexity of Tracked Trips 
Each trip was categorized depending on its complexity to further understand 
pedestrian behaviour in the study area. This method was used to classify pedestrian 
itineraries in a public market with the goal of deciphering if the tracked trips were 
complex or simple in relation to the environment (Zacharias, 2007). The precept is that 
pedestrian trips often exhibit a simple path configuration even though the environment 
can technically allow for very complex and varied configurations. 
Seven distinct patters emerged from the tracking data (Figure 5.3). The two most 
common patterns ('straight through' and 'one turn') accounted for 86.6 percent of all of 
the tracked trips. Overall, the most popular pattern 'straight through' was also the 
simplest; it involved a pedestrian walking from origin to destination without making a 
major turn along the way. The second most popular pattern 'one turn' was the second 
simplest pattern involving the pedestrian only making one major turn from origin to 
destination. The remainder of the patterns were not nearly as prevalent as the first two 
and were also more complex suggesting that pedestrian behaviour in Shinjuku remains 
simple despite a complex street network. 
Figure 5.4 shows an example of a 'straight through' trip, a 'one turn' trip, a 'half-
loop' trip and a 'single loop' trip. From the figure it can be understood that the trips tend 
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Figure 5.4 
An Example of Four Tracks from the South Exit 
Half-Loop Single Loop 
Straight Through One Turn 
Indicates a stop .*> 
to be simple and not very complex given the potential for path choices provided by the 
physical environment. The exception to this rule can be observed by trips that did not fall 
into the 'straight through' or 'one turn' category. For instance, 'single loop' features a 
much more complex movement pattern than the other tracks in the figure. The track is 
more complex both in the number of stops that were made along the way as well as 
itsoverall shape. When further analyzing this track it is discovered that the stops made 
m/r 
\ 
Shinjuku \ ! ! 1 
Station 
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along the way were done because the pedestrian was window shopping. This suggests 
that the pedestrian did not have a predetermined retail outlet in mind as a final 
destination and was therefore more likely to move through the district in a complex 
pattern (i.e., more susceptible to their surrounding environment and therefore more likely 
to stop along the way and make more turns). 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
The conclusion chapter is divided into two sections: the first section will detail the 
outcomes of the regression models by relating the findings to the literature and the second 
will discuss findings from the tracking data. 
6.1 Primary Multiple Regression Models 
The most significant variable found in the primary multiple regression models, 
'path width', has also been discovered to have an influence of pedestrian distributions in 
previous research (Pushkarev and Zupan, 1971). In this research, however, the 
relationship between pedestrian distribution and street width is more significant 
compared to previous research. For example, Foltete and Piombini (2007) found that 
street width and the presence of sidewalks had low correlations with pedestrian 
distribution (0.00 and 0.03 respectively). In Shinjuku the correlations were much higher 
where the presence of a sidewalk was correlated at -.098 and the path width, defined as 
the space where pedestrians can walk, with a positive correlation of .414. In Shinjuku 
path width is a very important variable predicting the distribution of pedestrians and this 
may be due, in part, to the large amount of pedestrians in Shinjuku compared to other 
walking environments. Over three million passengers use Shinjuku Station daily and 
over 30,000 pedestrians enter into the case study area hourly, thus wide street segments 
are better suited to accommodate the demand. 
Two other significant variables, 'retail' and 'trees', have been related to the 
distribution of pedestrians in previous research. 'Retail' has been found to be a 
significant variable in the prediction of pedestrian distribution by many researchers since 
the early 1970s (Pushkarev and Zupan, 1971; Benham and Patel, 1976; Hillier et. al., 
1993; Peponis, 1999) whereas the importance of'trees' and other forms of streetscape 
vegetation, like shrubs, has been found more recently (Shiver, 1997; Foltete and 
Piombini, 2007). Both 'retail' and 'trees' were very significant in the regression models 
for Shinjuku each with a correlation of .461 and standardized beta coefficients of .271 
and .236 respectively in the second model. 'Trees' and 'retail' are correlated to each 
other (.449) as well, suggesting a variant relationship that may have an impact on their 
significance values; however, the importance of these factors should not be overlooked. 
Evidently, the presence of both 'retail' and 'trees' play a significant role in the 
distribution of pedestrians on street segments in Shinjuku, supporting the aforementioned 
conclusions by other researchers. As such, the planning of walking environments should 
encompass allocating sufficient space for the establishment of a solid retail base while 
also ensuring an appropriate amount of landscaping with particular emphasis on the 
presence of trees and other streetscape vegetation. 
The final two variables of significance according to the regression models were 
'path maintenance' and 'paving materials'. Both variables are not supported by previous 
research but had a significant impact on pedestrian distribution in Shinjuku. For instance, 
'path maintenance' had the highest standardized beta value of all of the independent 
variables in the third model at -.341. 'Paving material' had a high value in model one at -
.220. However, both variables show a correlation with each other (.485) as well as with 
'retail' (-.260 and -.262) and 'path width' (.289 and .062) suggesting that their overall 
significance may be impacted by co-variance. In addition there are problems with the 
variables becoming dependent as opposed to independent giving reason to remove them 
from one of the final regression models (model two). Regardless, streets paved with 
asphalt, as opposed to paving bricks, with 'poor' maintenance are less likely to attract 
high pedestrian distributions in Shinjuku. These findings have significant applications 
because they highlight the importance of the quality of the street environment in 
attracting pedestrians. Given these results, future research should include analysis of 
street paving materials and level of maintenance when analyzing the impact of 
streetscape variables on pedestrian distributions. 
The results of this study indicate that space syntax plays an inconsequential role 
in predicting the distribution of pedestrians on street segments in Shinjuku. In all three 
regression models the space syntax variable maintained a low standardized beta 
coefficient (the highest value was -.081 in model three) and remained insignificant (p was 
not less than .1). These results contradict previous research which espouses the 
importance of space syntax in predicting pedestrian distribution (Hillier and Hanson, 
1984; Peponis et. al, 1989; Peponis et. al., 1997; Read, 1999; Desyllas et. al., 2005; 
Foltete and Piombini, 2007); however, it confirms that there may be issues with the 
measurement of the variable as suggested by Ratti (2004) and Turner (2007), namely that 
the integration measure is too dependent on the number of street segments in the study 
area and that the definition of axial lines is too subjective. 
There are a number of potential factors that may have caused space syntax to 
prove insignificant in this research; the first is the low sample of street segments and the 
second is the 'generator effect'. The sample of street segments (n=87) used to calculate 
space syntax might have been too small. If the measure was completed at a more global 
level, such as for the entire district of Shinjuku or the entire City of Tokyo, as done in 
London by Desyllas et. al. (2005), the integration measure may have been more 
significant in explaining pedestrian distribution in Shinjuku. Another problem may have 
been the influence of pedestrian generators on the distribution of pedestrians on street 
segments within 100 meters of that generator. For example, even though a street segment 
in close proximity to a pedestrian generator may have a low space syntax value, it may 
still have a high pedestrian distribution because of the generator. The 'generator effect' 
would skew the analysis by inflating the pedestrian distributions on street segments with 
low integration values in close proximity to pedestrian generators. Regardless, the results 
of this investigation act as a warning to future researchers who wish to use space syntax 
as a predictive measure of pedestrian distribution; specifically, that the measure may not 
be as monumental in explaining pedestrian distribution as previously thought. The 
results also suggest the importance of measuring the impact of the pedestrian generators 
on the pedestrian distributions of adjacent street segments. Previous research has not 
attempted to account for the impact of pedestrian generators and this research highlights 
that if generators are not considered the final results may be significantly altered. 
6.2 Secondary Linear Regression Models and Correlations 
The secondary multiple regression models suggest the importance of lighting in 
pedestrian distribution and validates the enter and exit variable in predicting pedestrian 
distribution. Specifically, lighting may play an important role in pedestrian distribution 
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on street segments and future research in the environment and behaviour field should 
consider it. Previous research has discovered that lighting is important to improve 
feelings of safety and therefore attract pedestrians (Painter, 1996) and, based on the 
experimental results from Shinjuku, this research appears to confirm this notion. 
The mean pedestrian distirbution data were responsible for explaining 15.3 
percent of the variance in the enter and exit variable. As such, the method is valuable in 
determining the 'activity level' of the street. In this case 'active' is a word used to describe 
the frequent exchange of pedestrians between buildings and the street. In theory, streets 
that are 'highly active' would have a greater exchange of pedestrians between buildings 
and the street. The enter and exit method appears to be successful at measuring the 
activity level of a street and future research can adapt the method to see if it remains 
significant across walking environments. 
6.3 Tracking Data 
The tracking data collected in Shinjuku highlight that pedestrian trips tend to be 
short and direct to destination with few stops being made en route from origin to 
destination. Most of the final destinations as well as the stops made en route were a 
result of the presence of retail.(i.e., people were coming to Shinjuku to shop or were 
stopping en route to their final destination to window shop). These results confirm the 
importance of retail in walking environments (Peponos et. al., 1997; Vernez-Moudon and 
Hess, 2000; Zacharias, 2001; Zacharias, 2007) further proving that retail plays a vital role 
in pedestrian distribution in walking environments. 
A second result from the tracking data is that individual pedestrian walking 
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itineraries tend to be simple despite the potential for complexity based on the 
environment (Zacharias, 1997). This suggests that pedestrian trips remain simple 
regardless of the complexity of the walking environment. Opportunity for trip 
complexity is determined by the layout of the environment and is measured by the 
potential for pedestrians to make a large number of turns. In Shinjuku trips remain 
simple because pedestrians are destination oriented and appear to have a predetermined 
itinerary established where they take the most direct route to their destination. 
It is unclear if the results from the tracking data collected in Shinjuku can be 
generalized to other walking environments. For example, it is not appropriate to 
conclude that all walking environments attract pedestrians who are destination oriented. 
Future research on walking environments should address if pedestrians are destination 
oriented or if they tend to linger and make more complex trips on route to their 
destination. This information can then be used to compare walking environments across 
the globe to gain a comprehensive understanding of how streetscape factors, such as the 
number of retail outlets, impact the path choices of pedestrians. 
6.4 Role of Pedestrian Generators 
The 'generator effect' is a key concern that must be addressed in future research 
as it has the potential to have more influence on pedestrian distributions than streetscape 
variables. Specifically, the question that should be addressed is: what is the impact of 
pedestrian generators on the pedestrian distribution on street segments in close proximity 
to a generator? Results from this research suggest that there is a strong relationship but it 




The discussion chapter will interpret the results and relate them to the planning of 
future walking environments. The section will also discuss the need for future research 
in the field and will provide a conclusion to summarize the findings of the research. 
7.1 Primary Multiple Regression Models 
The multiple regression models suggest that numerous streetscape variables are 
responsible explaining pedestrian distribution and path choice. Therefore, the hypothesis 
stated at the beginning of this research, that streetscape variables impact pedestrian 
distribution on street segments was proven correct. 
7.1.1 The Streetscape 
The multiple regression models highlight the importance of path maintenance and 
paving materials in explaining the distribution of pedestrians. In planning terms this 
suggests that the overall quality of a street segment, as measured by its maintenance and 
paving material (e.g., paving bricks as opposed to asphalt), are important elements in 
attracting pedestrians. Therefore, planning authorities responsible for the design of 
walking environments should ensure that street segments remain well maintained and are 
paved with materials other than asphalt. This is not suggesting that paving bricks are the 
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only material appropriate for walking environments but rather that asphalt is undesirable 
and other materials might be more aesthetically pleasing and should be considered. 
A large number of diversified retail establishments strongly relates to the 
distribution of pedestrians. When planning walking environments planners must consider 
the retail composition of the street and encourage a diverse set of retailers. Methods to 
encourage a diverse set of could include policy incentives such as restricting the presence 
of large-scale stores (e.g., major department stores). In Shinjuku, street segments in close 
proximity to large department stores have lower pedestrian distributions suggesting that 
pedestrian movement is a) either relocated into the department store or b) people are less 
likely to walk along the street segments with department stores because there are fewer 
retail opportunities. However, one thing is clear: street segments that do not provide 
many retail opportunities do not attract pedestrians in Shinjuku. 
The number of trees and the width of the pedestrian path are both related to high 
distributions of pedestrians. Planners must continue to consider the importance of trees 
and other forms of vegetation in creating a highly visited street segment. This has 
already begun in Shinjuku; however, trees are still missing on various streets and 
planners should consider adding them to improve the overall quality of the district. 
In terms of street width, planners must continue to consider the width of 
pedestrian pathways. If a path is too narrow there will not be enough room for 
pedestrians and, on the other hand, if it is too wide the street segment might appear 
unattractive or empty. While the width of the street is important, the most appropriate 
width of street segments remains unclear. For example, is the width of the pedestrian 
path dependent on the distribution of pedestrians or is the number of pedestrians 
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dependent on the width of the path? To help address the most appropriate width for street 
segments, future research could investigate pedestrian preferences regarding street 
segments featuring a variety of widths with the goal of establishing how the width of 
pedestrian space impacts pedestrian desirability to visit a street. 
Future research should focus on developing a comprehensive rubric designed to 
measure the impact of streetscape variables on pedestrian distribution in walking 
environments. The rubric should include the variables found to be significant in this 
research but also other variables not considered by this research. Other factors that might 
be considered in the rubric include sound (Korte and Grant, 1980) and a visual vegetation 
index (Foltete and Piombini, 2007) designed to quantify the aesthetic appeal of one street 
segment over another based on the presence of vegetation. Creating a rubric that 
classifies the streetscape will further assist the design of walking environments. 
Another interesting investigation would be evaluating the impact of the 
streetscape on individual pedestrians. Specifically, measuring pedestrian response to 
environmental factors, such as a high versus low automobile traffic, would be beneficial 
in determining the impact of specific variables on pedestrian behaviour. A possible 
method for this research could be the development of a sensory devise that would be 
placed on pedestrians to measure their physiological responses (i.e., raised heart rate) to 
key elements of the environment. This information would provide micro level data on 
pedestrian response to key elements of the sensory environment and could be used to help 
design walking environments (i.e., excluding design elements that produced a 'negative' 
physiological response by a large number of pedestrians). 
The strong correlation between high levels of automobile traffic and high 
pedestrian distributions on street segments suggests that motorized traffic often attracts 
pedestrians. At first glance this relationship appears to suggest that a high level of 
automobile traffic is a precursor for high pedestrian distributions. This is not the case as 
many walking environments experience high pedestrian distributions yet completely 
exclude motorized traffic (Zacharias, 2007). What this relationship does suggest, 
however, is that streets that have a high number of retail outlets, good path maintenance, 
and high quality paving materials also tend to have a high level of motorized traffic. 
Furthermore, these streets also tend to have high integration levels as measured through 
space syntax (Peponis et. al., 1997). Previous research has discovered that a pedestrian's 
decision to visit a street is not dependent on the level of motorized traffic (Shiver, 1997) 
and that street segments with high levels of motorized traffic tend to be those that are 
well integrated according to space syntax (Peponis et. al., 1997). Cumulatively this 
suggests that more research is necessary on the relationship between pedestrian 
distributions and the presence of motorized traffic as the relationship remains unclear. 
Specifically, more research must be completed on both the impact of motorized 
traffic on pedestrian perceptions' of walking environments as well as the relationship 
between motorized traffic, pedestrian distribution on street segments, and the speed and 
frequency of automobile movements. A good method to measure the relationship 
between motorized traffic and pedestrian distribution would be to complete 
comprehensive traffic and pedestrian counts and correlate the numbers. This would lead 
to a precise result explaining the relationship between motorized traffic and pedestrian 
distribution and it would avoid classifying motorized traffic subjectively as either 'high' 
or 'low1. This information would also allow planners to better understand the impact of 
motorized traffic on pedestrian levels. 
Space syntax was not an important factor in predicting pedestrian distribution in 
Shinjuku. This is not to suggest that the physical layout of the street network does not 
impact pedestrian distribution but rather that space syntax, in isolation of other 
streetscape factors, is not significant in explaining pedestrian distribution. The 
insignificance of space syntax suggests that research must take on a more comprehensive 
approach when evaluating pedestrian distribution in walking environments by integrating 
the measure with other aspects of the aesthetic and physical streetscape. Explaining 
pedestrian distribution through the use of a single variable does not take into account the 
complexities of the urban environment and therefore cannot adequately account for and 
predict pedestrian distribution. 
7.2 Secondary Linear Regression Models and Correlations 
The level of natural light in Shinjuku was found to play a role in pedestrian 
distributions on street segments yet the impact of lighting levels at different times of the 
day on pedestrian distribution remains unknown. An interesting investigation would be 
the exploration of natural light (e.g., sunlight) in accordance to pedestrian distributions 
during the day as well as an analysis of pedestrian distributions at night in relation to 
artificial lighting. Such an investigation would provide valuable information on the 
importance of lighting in the distribution of pedestrians in walking environments. 
Discovering that natural lighting plays a role in pedestrian distribution may suggest that 
streets should be orientated towards the s-un and that building height and street width 
should be controlled to maximize exposure to light. Discovering that lighting plays an 
important role in pedestrian distribution at night would suggest the importance in 
providing more lampposts and other lighting sources on street segments in walking 
environments, 
7.3 Tracking Data 
The tracking data highlights the importance of retail clusters in determining the 
behaviour and destination of pedestrians in walking environments. Shinjuku is an 
environment based around consumption; people visit to Shinjuku to purchase consumer 
goods and often have their destination predetermined before arrival. Therefore, the 
placement of retail establishments on street segments in Shinjuku is vital to attract 
pedestrians. 
Planners must consider the distribution and number of retail outlets on street 
segments when planning walking environments with the ultimate goal being a relatively 
even distribution of retail outlets across street segments. An even distribution of retail 
establishments will encourage all street segments in the walking environment to be highly 
visited and will help prevent segments with low pedestrian distributions and economic 
instability. Emphasis should also be placed on encouraging numerous small-scale retail 
outlets as opposed to large-scale department stores. Providing small-scale retail outlets 
might encourage activity to remain on the street by preventing pedestrian movement from 
being concentrated large shopping complexes. 
When designing walking environments planners should consider that pedestrians 
tend to take the most direct route from origin to destination giving attention to the layout 
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of the street network. A grid pattern that provides small blocks with many connections to 
other street segments will help ensure that pedestrians can make direct trips from their 
origin to destination but will also allow for the environment to influence path choice. For 
example, by providing small blocks, and therefore many connections to other street 
segments, pedestrians might be enticed to take a new route to look for shopping 
opportunities. Encouraging pedestrians to take a new route can introduce them to new 
retail opportunities and impact the economic sustainability of the walking environment. 
Future research in the field should focus on the impact of different forms of retail 
(i.e., small-scale retail outlets versus large-scale department stores) on the desirability of 
visiting walking environments. For example, what shopping opportunities do pedestrians 
prefer in walking environments? Another key investigation would focus on how many 
pedestrians deviate from their planned shopping itinerary in walking environments and 
how this deviation relates to streetscape variables. Further research investigating the 
potential for more leisure space in walking environments, as opposed to consumption 
space, could also prove beneficial. For instance, do pedestrians wish to have more leisure 
space in walking environments? In Shinjuku, there is a single small park that permits 
pedestrians to congregate and, based on unstructured observations by the researcher, it 
was highly used throughout the day. Providing more leisure and park space might be 
beneficial in attracting pedestrians to walking environments; however, future research 
must investigate this precept further. 
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7.4 Theory and Conclusions 
The results of this research prove that the streetscape influences pedestrian 
distributions on street segments. This builds on knowledge developed in previous studies 
that have emphasized the importance streetscape (e.g., width of the sidewalk, number of 
retail outlets, etc.) in the prediction of pedestrian distribution in walking environments. 
More specifically, this research supports the findings of Pushkarev and Zupan (1971), 
Benham and Patel (1976), Hillier et. al. (1993), and Peponis (1999), which indicate that 
elements of the streetscape play a critical role in predicting pedestrian distribution, yet 
space syntax, often highlighted as the most important variable in pedestrian distribution 
(Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Peponis et. al., 1989; Peponis et. al., 1997; Read, 1999; 
Desyllas et. al., 2005; Foltete and Piombini, 2007) in fact, plays an insignificant role. 
In conclusion discrepancies in pedestrian distribution between street segments in 
Shinjuku are primarily explained by specific streetscape variables (e.g., number of trees, 
path maintenance, paving materials, number of retail outlets, width of the walking path). 
New streetscape variables not identified by previous research (e.g., path maintenance and 
paving materials) suggest that some aspects of the streetscape have been overlooked. 
Future research, as well as planning practices surrounding the design and landscaping of 
walking environments, must therefore integrate the importance of these new streetscape 
variables to allow for the design of better pedestrian environments, as measured through 
distribution levels, and to further understanding of how the streetscape impacts pedestrian 
distributions in walking environments. 
Municipal planners, developers, and individual business owners who contribute to 
the street landscaping budget in Shinjuku and other walking environments would benefit 
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from this research because it provides information on the exact streetscape variables that 
are related to high pedestrian distributions. Opportunities to improve the quality of 
walking environments by making this research available to the actors directly responsible 
for landscaping and designing such environments will ensure that these environments 
attract pedestrians and remain viable in the future. In terms of this research this will be 
done by actively promoting the results to the planners responsible for overseeing 
development in Shinjuku. 
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